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(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

During the recent past, New York City’s hotel industry has been the recipient of some bad press. With new supply
increasing faster than demand, occupancy percentages, while down slightly, have remained in the mid to high 80s,
while average room rates have been in decline for much of the year.

Currently there are reports of upward of 40 hotels being marketed for sale, while weakening fundamentals led by
declining RevPARs have dramatically slowed hotel transaction market activity. Furthermore, due to the perceived
negative effects of Airbnb, OTAs and the relative high cost of organized labor, many sense that a price correction for
NYC hotels from historic highs is now well under way.

Lodging investment in downtown urban markets can be very complex, and there are less than a handful of notable
NYC hotel-focused investment platforms that truly concentrate on this niche. I believe when these select few
transact, other market participants should take note. During the past week, the announcement of two significant
NYC hotels being acquired by two of the most sophisticated hotel investors in the market is noteworthy.  

The famous and historic Hotel Chelsea in Manhattan has been purchased for US$250 million by a joint venture lead
by BD Hotels, which owns and operates approximately 25 NYC hotels and roughly 12 residential and commercial
buildings. This is the second hotel acquisition of the year for BD Hotels, which enjoys a reputation of success;
frankly, I cannot recall ever hearing about a deal they transacted on that did not succeed. 

Highgate, in partnership with AB & Sons and Sioni Group, is in contract to acquire the 618-key Affinia Manhattan
NYC for US$217.5 million or just over US$350,000 per unit. It is important to note that almost 50% of the Affinia’s
guest units are suites, and the purchase price equates to roughly US$460 per square foot, an amount that is clearly
below replacement cost including land.

In last month’s blog, “Sum of the parts = greater than the whole?”, I described Highgate’s brilliant execution of a
series of transactions in connection with the former Milford Plaza (now the Row NYC Hotel). Highgate, which
operates more than 10% of the room stock in Manhattan, has also been very successful; again, I cannot recall ever
hearing about a deal they transacted that did not succeed. 

When savvy groups like BD Hotels and Highgate, with track records of successful investment strategies achieving
superior returns, are once again acquiring assets, I believe the NYC hotel transaction market has reached an
inflection point. Recent NYC hotel price discovery during a market decline is now signaling that in the near term,
numerous additional lodging trades will occur, resulting in proceeds below what would have been realized 12 to 18
months ago.  

Today’s buyers’ market for NYC hotels will produce tremendous profits for long-term holders. Smart money
anticipates the supply of hotel rooms to stabilize by 2020, and barring black swan event(s), transient lodging demand
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in the capital of the world will continue to increase, resulting in robust room rate increases through 2025. Once
again, extraordinary NYC hotel transaction prices will exceed the prior peak, which is now recently passed.
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